20 YEARS MTG
ONE GROUP – MANY POSSIBILITIES
• Domestic and international road transport service for full trucks and less truck loads

• Courier parcels

• Oversized load

• ADR transport

• Sea transport
We offer different type of trucks like:
- tilt trucks
- megatrailers
- small trucks and vans

We make:
- FTL and
- LTL transport
all around Europe and
Balkan peninsular

Our main destinations are:
Germany, Italy, Romania, Greece, Serbia, Turkey
We can provide tilt trucks with ADR license for all classes of dangerous goods.

Main directions: Bulgaria, Romania, Greece, Serbia
We can provide international and internal transportation of small loads between Bulgaria and all parts of the world.
We have possibilities to make deliveries of goods all over the world for competitive prices.

We make transport with:
• standard 20” and 40” containers
• high-cube
• fridge
• open top
• flat rack containers
PLEASE, FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US!
We are waiting for your enquiries.